Introduction {#s1}
============

Communication is vital for social participation but may be hampered by adverse listening conditions. Such conditions arise when target speech is accompanied by background noise, possibly including other talkers, and when the listener has a hearing impairment (Mattys et al., [@B38]). Listening in adverse conditions is associated with individual working memory capacity (WMC, for reviews see Akeroyd, [@B1]; Besser et al., [@B8]). Working memory is the ability to maintain and process task-relevant information on line and is necessary for a wide range of complex cognitive activities including speech understanding (Baddeley, [@B4]). While listening under adverse conditions, individuals may maintain in working memory fragments of spoken information that are not masked by noise and process them to achieve speech understanding (Rönnberg et al., [@B61]). This processing may involve executive functions including updating to add relevant information to working memory and inhibition to exclude irrelevant information (McCabe et al., [@B39]; Sörqvist et al., [@B67]; Rudner et al., [@B63]; Rudner and Lunner, [@B64]). There is also evidence that linguistic closure ability supports listening in adverse conditions (Besser et al., [@B8]; Zekveld et al., [@B75]) and this may be another process that is recruited into working memory during speech understanding. Because WMC is limited (Baddeley and Hitch, [@B5a]; Just and Carpenter, [@B31]), it is likely that when cognitive processes are recruited during listening under adverse conditions, fewer resources are available for higher cognitive processing of heard speech (Pichora-Fuller, [@B50]; Arehart et al., [@B2]; Mishra et al., [@B40],[@B41]; Rudner and Lunner, [@B64]). In other words, cognitive spare capacity (CSC) is reduced. WMC varies substantially between individuals (Just and Carpenter, [@B31]) and decreases with age (Nilsson et al., [@B48]; Nyberg et al., [@B49]). Thus, it is not surprising that there are individual differences in CSC (Mishra et al., [@B40],[@B41]) and there may also be age-related differences. However, work to date has shown that CSC is not reliably associated with WMC (Mishra et al., [@B40],[@B41]).

The role of working memory in speech understanding has been conceptualized in the Ease of Language Understanding model (ELU; Rönnberg, [@B58]; Rönnberg et al., [@B62], [@B61]). The ELU model postulates that in optimal listening situations, when the listener is young and healthy and speech is clear, non-accented and in their native language without background noise or reverberation (Mattys et al., [@B38]), understanding is implicit or effortless as the incoming signal can be smoothly and rapidly matched with the lexical and phonological representations stored in the mental lexicon in long term memory (LTM, Luce and Pisoni, [@B36]). In adverse listening conditions, on the other hand, a mismatch may occur between the incoming speech signal and stored representations. This leads to explicit or conscious cognitive processing of the signal in order for language understanding to occur. Such processing may include inhibition, to keep working memory clear of irrelevant information such as speech produced by a non-target talker or other background noise, but also inappropriate inferences about individual words or the gist of the conversation (Pichora-Fuller, [@B51]). Updating skills are required to correctly prioritize maintenance of information held in working memory in relation to new, incoming information and old information in the form of episodic or semantic representations in LTM. Linguistic closure skills are required to make efficient inferences concerning the lexical and semantic identity of spoken information on the basis of the ongoing processing of fragments of speech information held in working memory (Besser et al., [@B8]).

Aging is associated with both sensory and cognitive decline. Older adults usually have raised hearing thresholds and reduced spectral and temporal resolution (Gordon-Salant, [@B21]). In addition, they may have temporal auditory processing deficits (Pichora-Fuller and Souza, [@B54]). Further, reduced cognitive resources may make speech recognition more difficult for older adults compared to young (Pichora-Fuller and Singh, [@B53]; Mattys et al., [@B38]), due to impoverished encoding of the target stimuli into episodic memory, despite adequate recognition (Pichora-Fuller et al., [@B52]; Heinrich and Schneider, [@B26]; Sörqvist and Rönnberg, [@B68]). When target stimuli are presented against a speech-like background, older individuals encounter additional problems because they are not as efficient at processing target information present in the gaps in the speech-like masker (George et al., [@B20]), nor at suppressing automatic linguistic processing of the irrelevant speech (Ben-David et al., [@B6]). Thus, factors relating to both sensory and cognitive decline are likely to increase the risk of mismatch between speech input and representations in LTM, leading to a relative decrease in CSC for older adults with hearing loss compared to younger adults with normal hearing under similar environmental circumstances. Further, there are differences in the way younger and older adults deploy their cognitive resources during speech understanding (Pichora-Fuller et al., [@B52]; Murphy et al., [@B46]; Wong et al., [@B72]) and these are likely to be compounded by working memory load or the amount of information that needs to be held in working memory at any one time (Reuter-Lorenz and Cappell, [@B56]). In particular, older adults may make full use of all available cognitive resources when load is still relatively low, while younger adults still have spare capacity to cope with higher load.

Recent work has demonstrated that a greater degree of hearing loss in older adults is associated with poorer LTM (Lin et al., [@B34]; Rönnberg et al., [@B60]). It has been suggested that the mechanism behind this may be related to the mismatch function as described by the ELU model (Rönnberg et al., [@B61]). In particular, if mismatch occurs regularly over an extended period of time, LTM may be accessed less frequently leading to disuse and less efficient LTM function (Rönnberg et al., [@B60]; Classon et al., [@B10]). As we have seen, mismatch frequency in any given situation may be related to both sensory and cognitive factors and in older adults, general cognitive slowing may make it harder to resolve mismatch (Pichora-Fuller, [@B50]). Thus, relatively well-preserved cognitive processing speed and LTM efficiency are likely to enhance CSC in older adults with hearing loss.

While noise, hearing impairment and increasing age make it harder to understand speech, viewing the speaker\'s face may enhance the listener\'s ability to segregate the speech signal from the noise, thereby making it easier to understand (Campbell, [@B9]). It has been suggested that the presence of visual cues helps the listener, especially older adults, to attend to the incoming signal at the most critical time for encoding (Helfer and Freyman, [@B27]). This results in less signal uncertainty and fewer cognitive demands in anticipating target stimuli than in the absence of visual cues (Besle et al., [@B7]; Moradi et al., [@B44]). Thus, visual cues seem to reduce the cognitive demands of listening in noise, especially for older adults. Seeing the talker\'s face during encoding improves WMC and in older adults has been shown to reduce neural activation, indicating a processing benefit (Frtusova et al., [@B18]).

To investigate CSC and assess the effect of noise, memory load and visual cues on executive processing of speech, we developed a test of CSC, CSCT. In the CSCT, participants listen to lists of spoken two-digit numbers presented serially with (AV) and without (A-only) a video of the talker\'s face. Presentation may take place in quiet or in background noise adjusted to a level at which good stimulus intelligibility is maintained. At the end of each list, participants recall two (low memory load) or three numbers (high memory load) depending on instructions eliciting one of two different executive functions (updating and inhibition). In young adults with normal hearing thresholds, CSCT performance is generally better for inhibition than updating, and low than high memory load (Mishra et al., [@B40],[@B41]). Steady-state background noise, which may be described as a rushing sound, reduces CSCT scores even when intelligibility is high (Mishra et al., [@B41]). However, at the same SNR, speech-like background noise that consists of unintelligible speech fragments pieced together, does not seem to reduce CSCT scores in young adults with normal hearing thresholds, possibly because executive skills allowing dynamic tracking of target speech and simultaneous suppression of non-target speech leading to richer memory representation (Mishra et al., [@B41]; Zion Golumbic et al., [@B76]). Although visual cues restore performance in steady-state background noise, probably by facilitating segregation of target speech from noise (Mishra et al., [@B41]) they reduce performance in quiet, probably by causing distraction when the auditory signal provides adequate information to solve the CSC task (Mishra et al., [@B40],[@B41]). CSCT performance in young adults with normal hearing is predicted by updating skills but not, generally speaking, by WMC (Mishra et al., [@B40],[@B41]).

In the present study, we investigated CSC in adults with hearing loss who were older than the participants in our previous CSC studies (Mishra et al., [@B40],[@B41]). The CSCT and a cognitive test battery were administered. In the CSCT, audibility was restored by individualized amplification. We expected to find an overall pattern of results generally similar to that in our previous CSC studies but with stronger effects of load and noise manipulations due to an overall decrease in CSC attributable to age and hearing loss. Specifically, we expected better performance in inhibition than updating conditions and in low than high memory load conditions, as well as better performance in quiet than in noise. However, we also expected speech-like as well as steady-state noise to reduce CSCT scores due to age-related reduction in executive skills (Nyberg et al., [@B49]) and hearing-loss-related reduction in the ability to segregate target from background speech-like noise (Festen and Plomp, [@B15]; George et al., [@B19], [@B20]; Lorenzi et al., [@B35]; Ben-David et al., [@B6]). We expected visual cues to restore performance in noise conditions (Frtusova et al., [@B18]). Because younger and older adults use different strategies to deploy cognitive resources, we expected to find a different pattern of associations between CSCT performance and the cognitive test battery (Pichora-Fuller et al., [@B52]; Murphy et al., [@B46]; Reuter-Lorenz and Cappell, [@B56]; Wong et al., [@B72]; Avivi-Reich et al., [@B3]). In particular we expected better CSC to be associated with faster cognitive processing speed (Pichora-Fuller, [@B50]) and better LTM (Rönnberg et al., [@B60]).

Methods {#s2}
=======

Participants
------------

Twenty-seven adults with mild-to-moderate hearing loss and no reported tinnitus consented to participate in the study. They were all recruited from the hearing clinic at Linköping University Hospital, Sweden. Two participants opted to drop out of the testing and one participant was excluded due to poor vision. Thus, 24 participants (61--75 years of age, *M* = 69, *SD* = 4.7), 14 males and 10 females, completed the testing. All participants had sensorineural hearing loss (Air-Bone gap \< 10 dB HL) and the average pure-tone threshold (PTA~4~) across 0.5, 1, 2, and 4 kHz was 34.5 dB HL (*SD* = 3.6), see Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. An epidemiological study covering the same area showed that 73.1% of the population in the age range of 70--80 years and 42.1% in the age range of 60--70 years had at least a mild hearing loss (Johansson and Arlinger, [@B30]). In the present study, all participants had mild (PTA~4~: 26--40 dB HL; WHO, [@B71]) hearing loss, except for one participant aged 74 years who had moderate (PTA~4~: 41--60 dB HL; WHO, [@B71]) hearing loss. Hearing thresholds of all participants at all four frequencies were within one standard deviation of population means for the age group reported by Cruickshanks et al. ([@B12]). Thus, hearing status was representative for their age group. The participants reported that their hearing loss was acquired post-lingually and that they did not have any otological, psychological or neurological problems. Three participants reported that they used hearing aids occasionally while the others were non-users. Visual acuity after correction was normal as measured using the Jaeger eye chart (Weatherly, [@B70]). Ethical approval for the study was obtained from the regional ethical review board.

![**Mean hearing threshold at the 11 measured frequencies**. Error bars represent standard deviation.](fnagi-06-00096-g0001){#F1}

Cognitive spare capacity test (CSCT)
------------------------------------

The CSCT is an auditory working memory task that systematically manipulates storage and executive processing demands along with modality of presentation and noise conditions (Mishra et al., [@B40],[@B41]).

### Material

The CSCT stimuli consisted of AV and A-only recordings of Swedish two digit numbers 13--99 (Mishra et al., [@B40],[@B41]). The numbers were spoken by two native Swedish speakers, one male and one female, with no distinctive dialect. The levels of the numbers were equated for equal intelligibility in steady-state noise (Mishra et al., [@B41]). The two-digit numbers were arranged serially in 48 lists of 13 numbers each. Numbers were never repeated within lists or condition and numbers spoken by same speaker were repeated between two and eight times across all the lists. Half of the lists included AV stimuli and the other half included A-only stimuli. Within each modality, 12 lists were used for each of the two CSCT tasks. The serial position of the target numbers within the lists and contingent task demands were balanced across the lists. For more details of CSCT materials, see Mishra et al. ([@B40]).

### Noise

Stationary and modulated noises were used. The stationary noise was a steady-state speech-weighted (SSSW) noise, having the same long term average spectrum as the stimuli (numbers). The modulated noise was the International Speech Testing Signal (ISTS), which contains concatenated short segments of speech in six different languages (Holube et al., [@B28]) and is thus speech-like but unintelligible.

### Individualizing SNR and amplification

Audibility is a key factor for speech understanding (Humes, [@B29]) and thus for optimizing the task in CSCT. Therefore, the CSCT lists were presented with amplification compensating for the hearing loss of the participants and at individualized SNR ensuring an intelligibility level of around 90% for the SSSW noise. An adaptive procedure implemented in MATLAB (Version 2009b) was used to determine the individualized SNR for presentation of the CSCT. This procedure was implemented in two steps and was based on the stimulus materials (numbers) in the A-only modality and the SSSW noise (Mishra et al., [@B41]). In the first step, a number was presented at an SNR of 5 dB and the participant was instructed to repeat the number he or she heard. Then the noise was increased by steps of 3 dB each time the number was repeated correctly. When the participant made an incorrect response, the SNR was improved by 1 dB and a new number was presented. Thirty such randomly selected numbers, were presented consecutively with a step-size of 1 dB for the level of noise to determine the 84% intelligibility level in a four up-one down procedure (Levitt, [@B33]). In the second step, in order to achieve an intelligibility level of approximately 90% in SSSW noise, the SNR obtained for 84% intelligibility was increased by 0.5 dB for each individual. To verify the individual intelligibility at this new SNR in both SSSW and ISTS noises, 60 randomly selected numbers were presented at the set SNR in SSSW and another 60 numbers in ISTS noise to measure the intelligibility levels for both noise types. In the CSCT, the ISTS noise was presented at exactly the same SNR as the SSSW noise.

The signal (numbers and noise) for all speech in noise tests with auditory presentation was amplified using the Cambridge prescriptive formula (Cameq) for linear hearing aids (Moore and Glasberg, [@B43]). This amplification was implemented in a master hearing aid (MHA) system (Grimm et al., [@B24]). The participant\'s audiogram was used to set the gain according to the Cameq fitting rule giving individual amplification for each participant.

### Tasks

There are two different CSCT tasks, updating and inhibition which are designed to engage the corresponding executive functions. In the updating task, the participants are asked to recall either the highest or the lowest value item spoken by the male and female speaker in the particular list. Thus, each time an item is presented that meets the criterion, the participant has to encode this item into working memory and discard any previous item which it replaces. In the inhibition task, the participants are asked to recall either two odd or even value items spoken by a particular speaker. Thus, the participant has to inhibit encoding of items produced by a particular talker while monitoring items of the desired parity. These tasks are performed with either AV or A-only stimulus presentation. After each list, the participant is requested to report two specified list items, depending on the task to be performed. In half of the trials, which were the low memory load trials, only these two numbers are reported. The two specified numbers never include the first item in the list. In the other half of the trials, the participant is requested to report the first number in the list along with the two specified items, i.e., three numbers in total need to be held in working memory but only two of them are subject to executive processing. These are the high memory load trials. For these trials, the first number (dummy item) is not included in the scoring. Thus, all scoring in the CSCT is based on correct report, in any order, of two numbers.

### Experimental design

All participants performed the CSCT with stimulus presentation in quiet (no noise), SSSW noise and ISTS noise. Thus, there were a total of 24 conditions of presentation in the CSCT with two executive tasks (Updating, inhibition), two memory loads (High, low), two modalities (AV, A-only) of presentation and three noise conditions (quiet, SSSW and ISTS noise) in a 2 × 2 × 2 × 3 design.

### Administration of CSCT

The CSCT was administered using DMDX software (Forster and Forster, [@B16]; Mishra et al., [@B40],[@B41]). The participants performed the CSCT under 12 different conditions per executive task in separate blocks and hence two lists per condition were tested. The order of the conditions was pseudo-randomized within the two task blocks and balanced across the participants. For the noisy conditions, the noise sound files were played together with the AV and A-only stimulus files in DMDX. The noise onset was 1 s prior to onset of stimulus and the noise offset was at least 1 s after the stimulus offset. The lists of numbers were always presented at 65 dB SPL and the level of the noise was varied depending upon the individualized SNR level before individualized amplification for hearing loss. The same individualized SNR was used for all noisy trials. Across all the conditions (noisy or quiet), the duration of presentation of each number list was 33 s in AV and A-only modality. The visual stimuli were presented using a computer with screen size of 14.1 inches and the amplified auditory stimuli were presented through Sennheiser HDA 200 headphones.

The participants were provided with written instructions for the particular executive task before each of the blocks and the instructions were also elaborated orally. In addition to this, before each list the participant was prompted on the computer screen as to which version of the executive task was to be performed, what the modality was and whether to remember two or three numbers (high or low load). The task prompt remained on screen until the participant pressed a button to continue to the test. At the end of each list, an instruction "Respond now" appeared on the screen and the participant was required to say the target numbers. Corrections to reported numbers were allowed and responses were audio recorded. The participant then pressed another button when they were ready to continue. All the participants practiced each task with two lists before doing the test. The participants were specifically instructed to keep looking at the screen during stimulus presentation. This applied even during presentation in the A-only modality where a fixation cross was provided at center screen. If they looked away from the screen, the test was stopped after presentation of the list and the participants were reinstructed to keep looking at the screen.

Cognitive test battery
----------------------

### Reading span

The participants read series of sentences which appeared on the computer screen one at a time (Daneman and Carpenter, [@B13]; Rönnberg et al., [@B59]). Each series consisted of three to six sentences presented in increasing series length while each sentence consisted of three words. There was an interval of 50 ms between words and each word was shown for 800 ms. Half of the sentences were coherent and half were absurd. After each sentence, the participant was given 1.75 s to judge the semantic coherence of the sentence before the next once appeared. The participant responded "yes" (if the sentence was coherent) or "no" (if the sentence was absurd). At the end of each series of sentences, the participants were prompted by an instruction on the screen to recall either the first or the last word of all the sentences in the series in the order in which they appeared on the screen. All participants practiced with a series of three sentences before the actual testing and the practice was repeated if necessary. There were a total of 54 sentences in the actual test. The dependent measure was the total number of words correctly recalled in any order.

### Text reception threshold (TRT)

The TRT (Zekveld et al., [@B73]) provides a measure of linguistic closure (Besser et al., [@B8]). In TRT, sentences in red appear word by word on a computer screen partially masked by black bars. The participants are asked to guess the sentence correctly. A Swedish version of the TRT, using the Hearing in Noise Test (HINT) sentences (Hällgren et al., [@B25]) was used in the present study. First, a practice list with 20 sentences was presented which was followed by the actual testing where two similar lists were presented. All words remained on the screen until the sentence was completed and after presentation of the last word the sentence remained visible for 3.5 s. The presentation rate of the words in each sentence was equal to the speaking rate in a corresponding speaker file. If the participants were unsuccessful in reading the sentence, feedback was provided. A one-up-one-down adaptive procedure with a step-size of 6% was applied to target percentage of unmasked text required to read 50% of the sentences entirely correctly. The average percentage of unmasked text from the two lists of sentences was used as dependent variable.

### Letter memory

The letter memory task (Morris and Jones, [@B45]; Miyake et al., [@B42]) was presented using a DMDX platform. Series of consonants were presented at the center of the computer screen. The participants were asked to hold the four most recent letters in mind and then prompted to say them at the end of each series. Responses were audio-recorded. In order to ensure that the participant followed the instructed strategy and continuously updated working memory until the end of the trial, series length was randomized across trials. Two series consisting of seven and nine letters were presented as practice and the actual testing consisted of 12 series varying in length between five and 11 items. The practice sequences were repeated until participants followed the instructed strategy. The number of consonants correctly recalled irrespective of order was the independent measure of updating.

### Simon

A visual analog of the Simon task (Simon, [@B66]; adapted from Pratte et al., [@B55]), consisting of presentation of red and blue rectangular blocks on a computer screen, was used to provide a measure of the inhibition. The blocks appeared on the left or the right of the computer screen successively at intervals of 2 s. The participants were instructed to respond as quickly as possible while maintaining accuracy by pressing a button on the right hand side of the screen when they saw a red block and when they saw a blue block they pressed a button on the left hand side of the screen. A total of 16 blocks were presented using DMDX. No practice item was provided. When the spatial position of the stimulus and correct response key coincided, the trial was termed congruent otherwise incongruent. The participant had to ignore the spatial position in which the block appeared in the task. The difference in reaction time between the incongruent and congruent trials was taken as the dependent variable. The mean reaction time obtained on the congruent trial of the Simon task for each participant was taken as a measure of processing speed.

### Delayed recall of reading span

A delayed free recall of the reading span test (Mishra et al., [@B41]) was used to measure the episodic LTM of the participants. In this test the participants were asked to recall words or sentences remembered from the reading span test after approximately 60 min, without forewarning. During the 60 min, the participants performed the other tests in the cognitive test battery. The score in the delayed free recall of the reading span test was the total number of words recalled by the participant, irrespective of the order and the performance in the reading span test. The participants did not have any time restriction to recall the words or sentences.

Procedure
---------

The testing was conducted in two sessions. All auditory testing took place in a sound-treated booth with the participants facing the computer screen. Each session took approximately 90 min. The participants, on arriving for the testing, were fully briefed about the study and a consent form was signed. The participants were provided with written instructions about the test and instructions were verbally elaborated if needed. All the participants underwent vision screening and audiometric testing in the audiometric booth. In a separate room, the reading span test was administered followed by the Simon task, the letter memory test and the TRT test. Individual SNRs for the CSCT were determined and the delayed recall of the reading span test was the last test of the first session. In the second session, CSCT was conducted. The participants were allowed to take breaks between the tests.

Data analysis
-------------

To ensure that the performance of the three occasional hearing-aid users did not differ from that of the other participants, it was checked that their scores in the various tests were within one standard deviation of the mean score of the participants who did not use hearing aids. An overall repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) on the CSCT scores was conducted. The inter-correlation among the cognitive tests and the association between cognitive functions and CSCT was assessed using Pearson\'s correlations.

Results {#s3}
=======

Intelligibility
---------------

The mean SNR for CSCT presentation in noise was −0.17 dB (*SD* = 1.39). The mean intelligibility levels were 94.5% (*SD* = 3.0) and 88.3% (*SD* = 3.0) for the SSSW and ISTS noise, respectively. The difference between these levels was statistically significant, *t*~(46)~ = 7.05, *p* \< 0.01.

Cognitive spare capacity test (CSCT)
------------------------------------

Mean raw scores are shown in Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. The maximum possible score per condition was four, as two lists were presented per condition. Performance in the inhibition task in the low memory load for quiet and ISTS noise conditions approached ceiling. Hence, all analyses of CSCT data were conducted on the rationalized arcsine-transformed scores (Studebaker, [@B69]) to counteract data skewing. Performance on the updating and inhibition subsets correlated significantly, (*r* = 0.57, *p* \< 0.01), confirming internal and construct validity.

![**Mean CSCT raw scores for the AV (unfilled bars) and A-only (filled bars) modalities of presentation in the high and low memory load conditions of the updating and inhibition tasks in the three noise conditions**. Error bars represent standard error.](fnagi-06-00096-g0002){#F2}

The overall repeated measures ANOVA revealed main effects of all four factors: executive function, *F*~(1,\ 23)~ = 30.00, *MSE* = 0.23, *p* \< 0.001, showing higher CSCT scores in inhibition than updating conditions; memory load, *F*~(1,\ 23)~ = 71.71, *MSE* = 0.35, *p* \< 0.001, showing higher CSCT scores in low than high memory load conditions; modality, *F*~(1,\ 23)~ = 26.23, *MSE* = 0.14, *p* \< 0.001, showing CSCT scores were higher in AV than A-only conditions and noise, *F*~(2,\ 46)~ = 23.78, *MSE* = 0.18, *p* \< 0.001. Pair-wise comparisons with Bonferroni adjustment for multiple comparisons were conducted in order to identify statistically significant differences in performance between the three noise types. They showed that CSCT performance in quiet was better than in both ISTS and SSSW noise (*p* \< 0.05), but there was no difference between performance in ISTS and SSSW noise (*p* = 0.13). All main effects were in line with our prediction. It should be borne in mind here that intelligibility was significantly higher in SSSW noise than in ISTS noise. To test whether this difference in intelligibility influenced memory performance, we examined whether there was a difference in recall of the first list item in the high memory load conditions when items were presented in SSSW noise compared to ISTS noise. There was no statistically significant difference, *t*~(46)~ = 0.01, *p* \> 0.05. This suggests that the lack of difference in CSCT performance in SSSW and ISTS noise is not an artifact of intelligibility differences. There were no statistically significant Two-Way or Three-Way interactions.

Cognitive test battery
----------------------

Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"} shows the mean performance and standard deviation in the cognitive test battery. In the reading span semantic judgment task, the mean score was 50.5 (*SD* = 3.20) out of 54 possible responses, demonstrating adherence to instructions. We excluded the delayed recall of reading span score of one participant that was more than two standard deviations above the mean score.

###### 

**Mean performance and standard deviation (*SD*) in the cognitive test battery and results of two-tailed independent sample *t*-tests with young adults with normal hearing thresholds included in the reanalysis**.

  **Cognitive test**               **Units**                                                                    **Mean**         ***SD***   ***t*, *p***
  -------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------- ---------- --------------
  Reading span                     Words recalled (max 54)                                                      21.38            4.61       4.8, 0.00
  Letter memory                    Letters recalled (max 48)                                                    37.79            4.09       3.65, 0.00
  Simon                            Difference in reaction time in ms between incongruent and congruent trials   133.46           82.84      2.25, 0.03
  Simon congruent trials           Reaction time in ms                                                          628.29           140.12     2.11, 0.04
  TRT                              Percentage unmasked text                                                     52.53            4.62       3.23, 0.00
  Delayed recall of reading span   Words recalled                                                               5.90, *n* = 23   2.90       4.91, 0.00

Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"} shows the correlations among the cognitive tests, PTA~4~ threshold and age. PTA~4~ threshold was associated with age, and reading span was associated with letter memory and delayed recall of reading span, see Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

**Coefficients of correlations (Pearson\'s r) between age, average pure tone thresholds across the four frequencies 0.5, 1, 2, and 4 kHz (PTA~4~) and cognitive test scores**.

                                   **PTA~4~**                              **Reading span**   **Letter memory**                       **Simon**   **TRT**   **Delayed recall of reading span**      **Simon congruent trials**
  -------------------------------- --------------------------------------- ------------------ --------------------------------------- ----------- --------- --------------------------------------- ----------------------------
  Age                              0.51[^\*^](#TN1){ref-type="table-fn"}   −0.12              −0.11                                   −0.28       0.34      −0.19                                   0.35
  PTA~4~                                                                   −0.11              −0.18                                   −0.29       0.23      −0.27                                   −0.03
  Reading span                                                                                0.51[^\*^](#TN1){ref-type="table-fn"}   −0.27       0.02      0.44[^\*^](#TN1){ref-type="table-fn"}   −0.03
  Letter memory                                                                                                                       0.21        −0.36     0.36                                    −0.12
  Simon                                                                                                                                           −0.40     −0.23                                   −0.05
  TRT                                                                                                                                                       −0.07                                   0.37
  Delayed recall of reading span                                                                                                                                                                    −0.19

*Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (two-tailed)*.

Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"} shows the overall and factor-wise association between CSCT performance and cognitive skills. Delayed recall of reading span was associated with CSCT irrespective of how scores were split. Letter memory was associated with the overall CSCT score as well as performance in CSCT updating, A-only, high memory load, quiet and ISTS noise conditions. There was no statistically significant correlation between Simon and the inhibition conditions of the CSCT (*p* = 0.63). However, TRT was associated with performance in inhibition conditions. A higher score in TRT indicates poorer performance. Therefore, the negative correlation shows that better TRT performance is associated with better CSCT performance in the inhibition condition. Working memory as measured by the reading span test correlated significantly with the performance of CSCT in ISTS noise conditions. Reaction times on the congruent trials of the Simon task, which was our measure of processing speed, did not correlate significantly with CSCT performance. We did not include a measure of motor processing speed in the present study and thus we cannot exclude the possibility that cognitive processing speed was confounded by differences in motor skills.

###### 

**Coefficients of correlations (Pearson\'s r) between factorwise CSCT scores and cognitive test scores**.

  **CSCT**     **Reading span**                        **Letter memory**                         **Simon**   **TRT**                                  **Delayed recall of reading span**        **Simon congruent trials**
  ------------ --------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------- ----------- ---------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------- ----------------------------
  Overall      0.29                                    0.51[^\*^](#TN3){ref-type="table-fn"}     −0.05       −0.36                                    0.64[^\*\*^](#TN2){ref-type="table-fn"}   −0.29
  Updating     0.33                                    0.50[^\*^](#TN3){ref-type="table-fn"}     −0.16       −0.23                                    0.69[^\*\*^](#TN2){ref-type="table-fn"}   −0.18
  Inhibition   0.18                                    0.40                                      0.11        −0.42[^\*^](#TN3){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.41[^\*^](#TN3){ref-type="table-fn"}     −0.33
  AV           0.29                                    0.38                                      0.04        −0.36                                    0.61[^\*\*^](#TN2){ref-type="table-fn"}   −0.33
  A−only       0.25                                    0.57[^\*\*^](#TN2){ref-type="table-fn"}   −0.12       −0.31                                    0.60[^\*\*^](#TN2){ref-type="table-fn"}   −0.22
  Low load     0.21                                    0.26                                      −0.29       −0.13                                    0.42[^\*^](#TN3){ref-type="table-fn"}     −0.35
  High load    0.17                                    0.50[^\*^](#TN3){ref-type="table-fn"}     0.03        −0.39                                    0.58[^\*\*^](#TN2){ref-type="table-fn"}   −0.22
  Quiet        0.27                                    0.46[^\*^](#TN3){ref-type="table-fn"}     −0.03       −0.29                                    0.77[^\*\*^](#TN2){ref-type="table-fn"}   −0.26
  SSSW         −0.09                                   0.18                                      −0.07       −0.24                                    0.66[^\*\*^](#TN2){ref-type="table-fn"}   −0.24
  ISTS         0.44[^\*^](#TN3){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.54[^\*\*^](#TN2){ref-type="table-fn"}   −0.15       −0.32                                    0.77[^\*\*^](#TN2){ref-type="table-fn"}   −0.25

*Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (two-tailed)*.

*Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (two-tailed)*.

Discussion {#s4}
==========

In the present study we investigated CSC for speech heard in quiet and in noise in adults with hearing loss in AV and A-only modality of presentation. We did this by administering the CSCT (Mishra et al., [@B40],[@B41]), a test of CSC that measures individuals\' ability to perform executive processing of heard material at different memory loads. The CSCT was presented with individualized amplification in SSSW and ISTS noise as well as in quiet. In the two noise conditions, it was presented at an estimated speech intelligibility level of approximately 90%.

CSCT performance
----------------

In line with predictions, performance was better when memory load was low compared to high and when the task involved inhibitory processing rather than updating. Also in line with expectation, performance was better in quiet than in noise and in the AV than A-only modality in noise and quiet. This was contrary to our previous study (Mishra et al., [@B40],[@B41]) in which visual cues hindered performance in the quiet conditions. In Mishra et al. ([@B41]) when young adults performed CSCT in quiet and in noise, the Two-Way interaction between modality and noise was significant, revealing higher CSCT scores in the A-only compared to the AV modality in quiet and the opposite in noise. Although the finding of poorer performance with visual cues is unexpected in relation to much of the perceptual and cognitive literature, it is in line with the results of recent studies showing that superfluous information carried in the visual stream may reduce performance on a dual task paradigm (Fraser et al., [@B17]; Gosselin and Gagné, [@B22]). This phenomenon may arise when executive demands make it difficult to prioritize task-related processing in the presence of low priority stimuli (Lavie, [@B32]). We proposed that in conditions where all the information needed to solve the task was available in the auditory signal, assuming optimum speech intelligibility for participants with normal hearing listening in quiet, the visual cues constituted a distraction (Mishra et al., [@B40],[@B41]). It has been shown that the presence of visual cues reduces the cognitive demands for perception of speech (Besle et al., [@B7]; Moradi et al., [@B44]). The reduction in cognitive demands leads to better representation of the target signal in memory (Pichora-Fuller et al., [@B52]; Heinrich and Schneider, [@B26]). Even in quiet, the signal is degraded for older adults with hearing loss due to receiver limitation (Mattys et al., [@B38]). Hence, we suggest that even in quiet conditions, seeing the talker\'s face helps older individuals with hearing loss to form better cognitive representations of spoken words leading to higher performance in AV modality, possibly by viseme and phoneme information working together (Feld and Sommers, [@B14]).

CSCT performance was poorer in both types of noise than in quiet, whereas in our previous study, only SSSW reduced CSCT performance for young adults (Mishra et al., [@B41]). It has been demonstrated that being older and having a hearing loss are associated with poorer speech segregation, especially when noise is speech-like (Festen and Plomp, [@B15]; George et al., [@B19], [@B20]; Ben-David et al., [@B6]), probably because relevant cognitive functions are less efficient and deployed differently (Pichora-Fuller et al., [@B52]; Murphy et al., [@B46]; Reuter-Lorenz and Cappell, [@B56]; Wong et al., [@B72]). We suggest that this is also the cause of lower CSC in older adults with hearing loss.

Executive processing in CSCT
----------------------------

To check that the CSCT tasks tapped into the intended executive functions, we investigated correlations with the cognitive test battery. The performance on the updating task of CSCT collapsed across other factors correlated with performance on the letter memory task, confirming previous results (Mishra et al., [@B40],[@B41]) and showing that the updating task of the CSCT does tap updating skills. However, as we found in our previous study using the same paradigm (Mishra et al., [@B41]) the correlation between performance on the inhibition task of the CSCT and the Simon task was not statistically significant. In both studies, noise was introduced for two out of three lists in an unpredictable manner. Thus, inhibition skills available for solving the executive task may have been reduced, even for the lists presented in quiet. An alternative explanation could be that the Simon task does not measure inhibition. However, we find this explanation implausible as we found a significant correlation (*r* = −0.46) between Simon and CSCT performance under inhibition conditions in a study in which noise was not presented in any condition (Mishra et al., [@B40]). Depletion of inhibition skills was probably compounded in the present study by the reduced executive skills of the participants (c.f. Ben-David et al., [@B6]). The statistically significant association between CSCT performance in inhibition conditions and TRT performance, which provides a measure of linguistic closure, found in the present study for adults with hearing loss as well as in our previous study for adults without hearing loss (Mishra et al., [@B41]), suggests that linguistic closure may compensate for depleted executive skills. Zekveld et al. ([@B74]) pointed out that TRT predicted speech perception in noise when the irrelevant cues for speech understanding had to be disregarded or inhibited. Similarly in the inhibition task of CSCT, the numbers of same parity spoken by the opposite gender had to be disregarded. Further studies should investigate the interplay of executive function and linguistic closure ability during higher processing of speech.

The main effects of executive function, memory load and modality revealed that CSCT performance was lower when the task was updating, memory load was high and the visual cues were absent. Under these conditions, CSCT performance consistently correlated with updating skills. Thus, good updating skills seem to be particularly important for higher level processing of speech when task demands are particularly high for older individuals with hearing loss. This finding contrasts with the finding of our previous study using the same paradigm (Mishra et al., [@B41]) in which good updating skills were associated with good CSCT performance in almost all conditions. In the present study, consistent associations between CSCT performance and delayed recall of reading span were found across the board.

Role of working memory and episodic long-term memory (LTM) in CSCT performance
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Performance in CSCT was not significantly associated with performance in the reading span test except in the ISTS noise conditions. Previous work has shown that speech recognition in modulated noise, especially speech noise, is associated with WMC (Zekveld et al., [@B75]). This may be because listening in modulated noise involves integrating fragments of information available in the dips in the noise (Lunner, [@B37]). Hence, it is not surprising to find that CSCT performance in ISTS noise but not in SSSW noise was associated with WMC as measured by reading span performance. In line with our prediction, better episodic LTM, as measured by delayed recall of reading span, was consistently associated with better CSCT performance. Recent work has demonstrated that older adults with hearing loss may have a limited LTM (Lin et al., [@B34]; Rönnberg et al., [@B60]). Thus, LTM may form a processing bottleneck for this group and individuals with more efficient LTM are likely be able to process speech with fewer demands on cognitive resources (Rönnberg et al., [@B61]), resulting in larger CSC. This interpretation is also in line with notion that there are age-related changes in depth of processing of heard material (Craik and Rose, [@B11]). In older adults, a general cognitive slowing makes matching of the incoming signal with representations stored in LTM more effortful and susceptible to errors (Pichora-Fuller, [@B50]) and hence faster processing speed may lead to higher scores in CSCT. However, in the present study we did not find any such evidence.

To compare the performance of the participants with hearing impairment in the present study with that of participants without hearing impairment in a previous study (Mishra et al., [@B41]), a reanalysis was performed. We expected that the CSCT and cognitive test scores of the participants in the present study would be lower than those of younger adults with normal hearing in our previous study. Further, we expected the CSCT scores of the participants in the present study would be more influenced by high memory load, noise (Pichora-Fuller et al., [@B52]; Heinrich and Schneider, [@B26]) and the absence of visual cues (Frtusova et al., [@B18]).

Reanalysis
==========

In the present study, the participants were older adults with hearing loss. The hearing thresholds of these participants were similar to those of similar age cohorts in epidemiological studies (e.g., Cruickshanks et al., [@B12]; Johansson and Arlinger, [@B30]), suggesting that the hearing loss was age-related. Older adults with normal hearing were not selected in this study because such a group is not representative of the population of older adults. Thus, the reanalysis explores the effect of aging and concomitant auditory decline on CSCT performance. This is achieved by comparing the data of the present study with those of a previous study (Mishra et al., [@B41]) where CSCT was administered to young adults with normal hearing.

Methods
-------

### Participants

The reanalysis included the participants in the present study and the 20 young adult participants in a previous study (Mishra et al., [@B41]). The young adults were 19--35 years of age (*M* = 25.9; *SD* = 4.4) and the mean PTA~4~ 3.2 dB HL (*SD* = 3.2). There were statistically significant differences in age (*t* = 30.77, *p* \< 0.01) and PTA~4~ (*t* = 23.25, *p* \< 0.01) with the participants in the present study being older and having higher hearing thresholds.

### Material and noise

The material consisted of lists of two digits numbers presented in AV and A-only modality which were prepared into lists, each containing 13 numbers. The lists were presented in quiet and in SSSW and ISTS noise at intelligibility levels approximating 90%. The material and noise were identical in both the studies.

### Individualizing SNR and amplification

The methods used for individualizing SNR were identical for the two groups. However, because the younger participants did not have any hearing loss they were not provided with amplification.

### Tasks, experimental design, and procedure

In both the studies, the testing was conducted in two sessions. In the first session the audiometric testing, vision screening, cognitive test battery and individualized SNR for CSCT presentation was determined. The cognitive test battery consisted of reading span, Simon, letter memory, TRT, and delayed recall of reading span. The order of testing was also identical in both studies. For CSCT, in both studies, order of the conditions was pseudo-randomized within the two executive task blocks and was balanced across the participants in the same manner. Hence, the task, experimental design and procedure were identical in both studies.

### Data analysis

The data were analyzed using a mixed repeated measures ANOVA on CSCT scores with the two groups of participants as a between subjects variable. Where significant interactions were obtained in ANOVAs, the simple main effects observed were investigated using *post-hoc* Tukey\'s Honestly Significant Difference (HSD) test. In order to test simple main effects in accordance with our a-priori hypothesis, planned comparisons were carried out. Independent sample *t*-tests were used to compare performance across groups on the cognitive test battery.

Results
-------

### Intelligibility

The mean SNR for CSCT presentation in noise for the older adults with hearing loss was −0.17 dB (*SD* = 1.39) and for the young adults, the mean SNR of presentation was −2.17 dB (*SD* = 0.85; Mishra et al., [@B41]). The mean intelligibility levels for older adults with hearing loss were 94.5% (*SD* = 3.0) and 88.3% (*SD* = 3.0) for the SSSW and ISTS noise respectively. For the young adults, the mean intelligibility level was 93.8% (*SD* = 3.0) and 92.3% (*SD* = 2.9) for the SSSW and ISTS noise, respectively, (Mishra et al., [@B41]). A mixed repeated measures ANOVA conducted on the actual intelligibility levels in SSSW and ISTS noise showed that there was a main effect of noise, *F*~(1,\ 42)~ = 43.86, *MSE* = 0.01, *p* \< 0.001, indicating that the intelligibility levels were higher in SSSW compared to ISTS noise. The Two-Way interaction between group and noise was also statistically significant, *F*~(1,\ 42)~ = 12.49, *MSE* = 0.01, *p* = 0.001. *Post-hoc* Tukey HSD tests assessing this interaction revealed that in the SSSW noise there was no statistically significant difference in intelligibility levels between groups, but in ISTS noise, the intelligibility level for the participants in the present study was significantly lower than that for the young adults with normal hearing, statistically.

### CSCT

The repeated measures ANOVA revealed a main effect of group, *F*~(1,\ 42)~ = 7.78, *MSE* = 0.02, *p* \< 0.01, showing that the participants in the present study had lower CSCT scores compared to young adults with normal hearing thresholds. In line with results for the two groups separately, main effects of executive function, *F*~(1,\ 42)~ = 35.80, *MSE* = 0.25, *p* \< 0.001; memory load, *F*~(1,\ 42)~ = 93.44, *MSE* = 0.29, *p* \< 0.001; modality, *F*~(1,\ 42)~ = 26.31, *MSE* = 0.12, *p* \< 0.001, and noise, *F*~(2,\ 84)~ = 37.84, *MSE* = 0.18, *p* \< 0.001, were observed. Pair-wise comparisons with Bonferroni adjustment for multiple comparisons revealed that the CSCT scores in quiet were significantly higher than the scores in ISTS noise (*p* = 0.001) which in turn were significantly higher than the scores in SSSW noise (*p* \< 0.001). The Two-Way interactions between group and memory load \[*F*~(1,\ 42)~ = 7.52, *MSE* = 0.29, *p* \< 0.01\], group and modality \[*F*~(1,\ 42)~ = 5.07, *MSE* = 0.12, *p* \< 0.05\], and group and noise \[*F*~(2,\ 84)~ = 3.64, *MSE* = 0.19, *p* \< 0.05\] were statistically significant, see Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. *Post-hoc* Tukey HSD tests assessing these Two-Way interactions revealed, in line with our predictions, that although the participants in the present study had significantly lower CSCT scores compared to the younger adults in high memory load conditions, there was no statistically significant difference in performance between groups in low load conditions. Further, although participants in the present study had significantly lower CSCT scores in the A-only modality than the younger adults, there was no statistically significant difference in performance between groups in AV conditions. Participants in the present study had lower CSCT scores than younger adults in ISTS noise but there was no statistically significant difference in performance between groups in quiet or in SSSW noise.

![**Two-Way interactions between (A) group and memory load, (B) group and modality and, (C) group and noise, where mean CSCT raw scores for younger adults (unfilled bars) and older adults (filled bars) are shown**. Error bars represent standard error.](fnagi-06-00096-g0003){#F3}

The Two-Way interaction between modality and noise \[*F*~(2,\ 84)~ = 9.25, *MSE* = 0.11, *p* \< 0.01\] and the Three-Way interaction between memory load, modality and noise \[*F*~(2,\ 84)~ = 3.48, *MSE* = 0.13, *p* \< 0.05\], see Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, were also statistically significant. Neither of these interactions interacted further with group.

![**Three-Way interaction between memory load, modality, and noise for CSCT scores collapsed across groups of participants and the executive task performed**. Error bars represent standard error.](fnagi-06-00096-g0004){#F4}

*Post-hoc* Tukey\'s HSD tests investigating the Two-Way interaction between modality and noise revealed that visual cues significantly enhanced performance in SSSW noise (*p* \< 0.01) and ISTS noise (*p* \< 0.01) but not in quiet. Investigation of the Three-Way interaction revealed that the findings of the Two-Way interaction were modulated by memory load. In particular, although visual cues enhanced CSCT scores in ISTS noise (*p* \< 0.05) when memory load was high, this was not the case when memory load was low. Visual cues enhanced CSCT scores in SSSW noise (*p* \< 0.01) in low memory load conditions, but in high memory load conditions the difference in scores did not reach significance with *post-hoc* testing.

### Cognitive test battery

Independent sample *t*-tests showed that, in line with our prediction, the performance of the participants in the present study was significantly poorer in all the cognitive tests than that of the young adults with normal hearing thresholds (Mishra et al., [@B41], see Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). We also found that the mean reaction time for congruent trials in the Simon task in the present study was significantly longer than that found for the younger adults statistically, showing that the participants in the present study had a slower cognitive processing speed than the young adults.

Discussion
----------

On combining the data of CSCT performance by the older adults with hearing loss in the present study and the young adults without hearing loss in the previous study (Mishra et al., [@B41]), we found a main effect of group revealing lower CSCT scores for the older adults with hearing loss compared to the younger adults without hearing loss. Even though intelligibility was held relatively constant, it is likely that the background noise placed a greater burden on cognitive resources in the older adults with hearing loss because of low level auditory processing deficits (Festen and Plomp, [@B15]; George et al., [@B19], [@B20]; Ben-David et al., [@B6]). As expected, the older group also performed worse on the cognitive test battery (c.f. Salthouse, [@B65]; Rönnberg, [@B57]; Pichora-Fuller and Singh, [@B53]). Thus, lower CSC for older adults with hearing loss is probably due both to poorer fundamental cognitive abilities and more pressure on those abilities while listening in noise. Examination of the Two-Way interactions with the group factor revealed that the poorer performance of the older adults was driven mainly by performance differences in more challenging conditions: high memory load, A-only modality of presentation and in ISTS noise, in line with our prediction. Across groups, the benefit of visual cues was evident only in noise. It is likely that the visual cues make it easier to distinguish target speech from background noise thus reducing the demand for executive resources during segregation (Besle et al., [@B7]; Helfer and Freyman, [@B27]; Mishra et al., [@B41]; Moradi et al., [@B44]). When executive resources are spared during listening, more are likely to be available for solving the CSCT, leading to better performance. In other words, visual cues enhance CSC during listening in noise by freeing executive resources. However, the benefit of visual cues in noise was modulated by memory load and thus further work is needed to investigate the interplay of visual cues, memory load and noise.

General discussion
==================

The findings of the present study further our understanding of CSC. Using the CSCT, we found lower CSC in older adults with hearing loss compared to the younger adults with normal hearing whom we had tested with the same experimental paradigm in a previous study (Mishra et al., [@B41]). This was despite the fact that amplification was provided to compensate for hearing loss and that SNR was individualized to ensure intelligibility. Performance was also significantly poorer on all of the tests in the cognitive test battery. Thus, we suggest that poorer CSC in older adults with hearing loss compared to younger adults with normal hearing is probably due both to poorer cognitive abilities and more pressure on those abilities, rather than differences in hearing thresholds.

As we had predicted, factors previously found to decrease CSC in young adults with normal hearing (Mishra et al., [@B41]) had an even stronger effect on the older individuals with hearing loss. In particular, increasing memory load and removing visual cues reduced CSC more for the older group. Further, whereas, steady state noise, but not speech-like, noise reduced CSC for the younger participants in our previous study (Mishra et al., [@B41]), both kinds of noise reduced CSC for the older participants in the present study. Lower CSC for older adults with hearing loss in speech-like noise is likely to be related to the poorer ability to segregate target speech from non-target speech, that is well-attested in the literature. This poorer ability probably has several causes at a number of levels including less efficient processing of target information present in the gaps in the speech-like masker (George et al., [@B20]) poorer inhibition of irrelevant speech (Ben-David et al., [@B6]), impoverished encoding of target stimuli (Pichora-Fuller et al., [@B52]; Heinrich and Schneider, [@B26]; Sörqvist and Rönnberg, [@B68]) lower WMC (Nyberg et al., [@B49]) and differences in deployment of cognitive resources during speech understanding (Pichora-Fuller et al., [@B52]; Murphy et al., [@B46]; Wong et al., [@B72]). Further research is needed to tease apart these effects.

The finding of a stronger effect of increasing memory load on CSC for older adults with hearing loss compared to younger adults with normal hearing is in tune with work showing differences in the deployment of cognitive resources for younger and older adults in response to changes in memory load. In particular, imaging studies have shown that older adults display a greater increase in brain activity in response to cognitive load than younger adults, and that brain activity reaches a plateau at a lower level in older adults than in younger adults (Grady, [@B23]).

Importantly, visual cues enhanced CSC for older adults with hearing loss. Further, this effect was stronger for this group than for young adults with normal hearing. This finding demonstrates that for older adults with hearing loss, visual cues can support the kind of executive processing of speech that may be used in everyday conversation (c.f. Frtusova et al., [@B18]), possibly because of viseme and phoneme information working together (Feld and Sommers, [@B14]). Because intelligibility was held relatively constant between groups while cognitive skills were poorer for the older group, it is likely that the mechanism behind this phenomenon is related to cognitive processes.

It is worth noticing that although the older adults with hearing loss generally had reduced CSC compared to young adults; this did not apply in all conditions. When CSCT tasks were performed in quiet, with low memory load and in presence of visual cues, there was no significant difference across groups. This suggests that when listening conditions are optimized, there is no difference in CSC between older adults with hearing loss and younger adults with normal hearing.

In the present study, we found that better CSCT performance in older adults with hearing loss was associated with better updating skills, but only in those conditions in which the participants performed worse than the younger adults with normal hearing who took part in our previous study using the same experimental paradigm (Mishra et al., [@B41]). In that study, we found that updating skills predicted CSCT performance in virtually all conditions and suggested that updating skills became particularly important in CSC when inhibition resources are depleted by constantly being prepared to cope with background noise. In the present study, we found that better episodic LTM was associated with better CSCT performance. This pattern of findings further supports the notion that younger adults with normal hearing and older adults with hearing loss deploy cognitive resources differently, especially in relation to changes in task difficulty (Pichora-Fuller et al., [@B52]; Murphy et al., [@B46]; Wong et al., [@B72]; Grady, [@B23]). In particular, it suggests that LTM may form a processing bottleneck for this group (c.f. Lin et al., [@B34]) and that more efficient LTM may allow more efficient executive processing of speech with less depletion of CSC (Rönnberg et al., [@B61]).

Conclusion {#s5}
==========

Older adults with hearing loss have lower CSC than young adults without hearing loss, probably because they have poorer cognitive skills and deploy them differently. However, visual cues and efficient episodic LTM enhance CSC more for the older group.
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